**ETS® GRE® Myth vs. Fact Motion Graphic- Fine Cut**

*On-screen:* [Common Myths About Using GRE® Scores.]

*On-screen:* [MYTH: The purpose of the GRE® General Test is to predict program completion.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: The GRE® General Test was created to help evaluate an applicant’s readiness for graduate-level work by measuring skills that are important for success in graduate programs.]

*On-screen:* [While GRE® scores and program completion correlate positively, program completion is influenced by factors like program satisfaction and life circumstances, which no academic test can predict.]

*On-screen:* [MYTH: Without GRE® scores, the admissions process will be fairer.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: An admissions process without GRE® scores can actually be less fair. GPA, Transcript, Letters of Recommendation, GRE® scores, Research Experience, Personal Statement, Resume.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: A fair admissions process relies on checks and balances. Removing the only standardized measure inflates subjective information and invites bias.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: The GRE® General Test is the only part of the application process that is research-based and scrutinized for fairness.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: This helps level the playing field for all applicants.]

*On-screen:* [MYTH: Eliminating the GRE® score requirement will improve program diversity.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: Dropping standardized test requirements or moving to a test-optional policy does not necessarily increase student diversity – it is a complex challenge that one shortcut cannot solve.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: The more equitable way to achieve program diversity is to consider all information about an applicant, including GRE® scores.]

*On-screen:* [FACT: This holistic admissions process is inclusive and fair, helping institutions identify the right applicants and effectively meet program goals.]

*On-screen:* [Get the facts about the GRE® General Test at holisticadmissions.org. ETS® GRE® Copyright © 2020 by ETS®. All rights reserved. ETS®, the ETS® logo and GRE® are registered trademarks of ETS®.]
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